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	MING JILEE provide the whole solutions for the stationery folder field.From the regular output to significant speed including the auto packing solutions. 



	MING JILEE heat and ultrasonic technology to seal different kind of the plastic folder.



	MING JILEE provide the heat sealing solution and ultrasonic technology to seal the different kind of the plastic folder
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                                                        MING JILEE specialized in side sealing machine, the application is including universal side seal, zipper bag side seal, chicken bag side seal production… etc. For the Bottom sealing, we focus on the heavy duty, high thickness sealing application. 



We also provide Machine solutions for agriculture applications, including the seed bag, banana bag, flower bag, vegetable bag, the holes punching for vegetable plantation.
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                                                        MING JILEE provides the complete solutions for air bubble and EPE foam converting process, from air bubble pouch, EPE foam pouch, air bubble padded courier bag, air bubble padded kraft paper envelope, air bubble coreless rewinding machine 



We offer the different sealing technology, including the hot knife sealing and wire impulse sealing system
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                                                        MING JILEE offers the complete solution for PP/PE extrusion line, including the P.P. Sheet extrusion, Thick P.P. board extrusion, P.P. Cast film extrusion, P.P. Blown film extrusion and PP zipper profile extrusion 



For the recycling machine, we offer the small scale of air cooling type and water cooling type of recycling machine.
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	MING JILEE provide the the complete solutions for Mask production. We supply the machine for producing 3 ply medical mask, KN95, Duckbill 3D mask and also the masks packing machine.



	MING JILEE Provide good Taiwan made ultrasonic to install it on our own mask machine. In order to supply the mask machine to the top producers around the world, MING JILEE also working with German Ultrasonic producers: Herrmann ultraschall to install German Ultrasonics welding system on our mask machine.
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                                No.76-8, Ming-Ho, Ming-Ho Vil, Shan-Shang Dist., Tainan City 74342, Taiwan
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